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EAR to the [Archive] Ground – Reactivating the Unheard Avant-gardes
 
What is the unheard avantgarde? Of course, the answer may be tautological: no one has ever heard of the unheard avantgarde, as it were.
And then again – rumours, and academic intuition, has it that the archives are full of unheard stuff. Avantgarde and experimental practices, often performative and intermedial, which has been documented or ’stored away’ by participants or energetic projectmakers (often long since deseased) and then forgotten, simply.  
The ’unheard avantgarde' is a fundamental aspect of performative and mediated archive practice. It is avantgardistic in the sense that it is experimental and was in the forefront of a societal transformation in its day. It is not avantgardistic in the ’surrealistic’ sense – it is not political either – but it ’mirrors’ a change of groundrules in society and science - and in the archives of cultural production. Thus, the unheard aspect is a fundamental aspect of social and scientific transformation, and the way art reflect this change. It is a mark of fugitivity and of ’the performative paradigm’ in art and aesthetics that emerged in the 1960s.
My paper will investigate the status of the unheard in sound + media + art archives using the example of the (counter)avantgardistic experiment and event curated and created by Knud Hvidberg in Den Frie Udstillingsbygning in Copenhagen, december 1965: POEX 65. Short for ’Poetry Experiment’, Hvidberg stated that POEX would be ”an exhibition of poems. Poems as concretistic, as paintings, graphic works that are poems; performing poems, declamations, recitations, singing, electronics, sound, light, movement; performing paintings, theatre, films and happenings that are poems.”(Hvidberg, Correspondance, in the archive of The Museum of Contemporary Art in Roskilde).
The point of POEX was to make an exhibition in progress where poets, painters, and composers could meet and collaborate so that, each day, a new program would emerge.
Until this day, no one, apart from the creator and participators in the event in 1965, has heard (or seen) what came out of that experiment. Maybe we never will!
What is the status of a knowledge that may never be based on phenomenological material, or indeed be within perceptive range of any human? This is the challange of the research project LARtM into ’the unheard avantgardes’: An ear to the archive ground. Furthermore, this is the challange of LARM.
LARM (‘LARM’ =sound, noise) is the short name for the (attempt to create) a major research-infrastructure that is centered on the public broadcasting radioarchives in Denmark. Under the umbrella of LARM, the reseach project LARtM (sound + media + art) is unfolding. It attempt to be a transdisciplinary and collaborative research-project combining humanistic, artistic, design, technological and coding competences into the joint purpose of creating a ‘reactive archive’ and the optimum ‘experience’ fascilities for sound + media + art hidden in public or private analogue archives. 
Thus, LARtM focuses on the ‘unheard’  - at a number of different levels. 
The most obvious level is that of archive material that is somehow forgotten by reception-based research modalities, or simply not ‘visible’ in a simple search. An example would be the media / sound art experiments (sometimes, also vaguely, referred to as Sound Avant-gardes) that may be found in DR – The Danish Broadcast Company. But it could also, just as importantly, be material lying in smaller, often private archives. However, on another level, which would be the level of interpretation and reception of media and sound art practices and its public ‘formats’ are interesting topics. Was there, after all, an inherent wish to seek out an ‘unheard’ modality, and go ‘silent’ among the few, as it were? 
A third level would be the genealogy (and conceptual context) E.g. Sound Art is a part of a genealogy of Media Consicousness which has been partly forgotten or not integrated into ‘official’ art histories. This brings us to the fourth, and so far less discussed, level of the unheard – that of Innovation and production. New appropriate formats for reactivating the unheard sound-arts. 
The following describes a project-in-progress. It begins with a vague idea, first derived back in 2004, inspired by a text by Peter Weibel in the Ars Electronica Catalgoue that year that the “transdisciplinary practices”, which are reconfiguring the domains of the contemporary avantgarde would indeed also reconfigure an archive of ‘historic’ avantgarde practices. The key word that triggered me, apart from the fundemental contextual challenge of ‘transdisciplinarity’, was ‘domain’. An archive is a combination of such domains – but what would happen if those domains were renegotiated and even transformed?
My article concerns itself with this question – and I will, in an attempt to near myself to possible answers – break down the title into domains that are reactivated in their own right. However, as I will show, it is impossible to deal with one domain without the other – they are all part of the transdisciplinary set-up when the focus is on performative media art practices and how to archive them for future use.
A fancy formulation, indeed, it proved to be quite another matter to put it into action. However, the first experiment, shortnamed MAP (Medie Art Platform), was conducted from 2005 to 2008 (headed by Mogens Jacobsen and myself), and since the project that I am presently conducting (LARM) is based on the experiences and ‘results’ of that experiment I will briefly recount the key features of the MAP project. (note to book and MJ/MS article in Technoetic arts).
The Ear
Sound material from collaborative, performative, time-based, intermedia art, media art, and new media art projects from 1920s to September 7 2010.
The sensous material of sound, and the modalities of using the ears in new ways – exploring sonic perception - is the issue.
Ex. Stelarc Internet Ear, 2010.
A collection of (inter)media art from 1950s and onwards at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Roskilde (www.MFSK.dk (​http:​/​​/​www.MFSK.dk​)) which encompassed “fusions of words, images and sounds”, often in different variations of performative, fluxid, conceptual, and mediated situations. The archival status was marked by varied and fugitive material, to say the least. I was preoccupied with finding adequate framings for the categorization and contextualization of the archive (which was being established at the time and still is under construction), which (quite naturally, it seemed) proved inadequate on closer inspection and formulation. Hence my interest in making a systematics that enhanced the transdisciplinary practice into the core of the archive allowing a dynamic flow of domains to establish themselves in a real time dialogue with an audience.
Example: Fluxus, Piano Piece, 1985
The Archive
Reactivating the Archive. 
The Technology of sensous material, an immanent status under transformation. 
The archive is important because the aesthetics of the  ’moment’ is not enough for collaborative practices. Contexts, Social Space, and bodily interference (into the unheard avantgardes), however, are. 
Ex. MAP – Media Art Platform. Carl Emil Carlsen (DK): Metaview.
The Ground
The ontology of an archive of media / sound art. Two ontological factors: 1) Instability of the material (and its contexts); 2) The material is in need of reactive strategies in order to be ’heard’ or merely ’noticed’ by recipients. The unheard status is an unwanted, but nevertheless actual status of most of the media art material that is exsisting in the archives.
Key-instabilities of performative media art:
•Documentation is a limited source with regards to site-specific, performative or otherwise ephemeral art works.
•Non-synchronicity. Conservation of such work is problematic in case of obsolete technology – staging today will be non-synchronous with initial production.
•Interaction with context – problem of authorship when art is originally realized in non-art spaces.
•The basis of “aesthetic” judgment has changed: To understand how a work of media-art was realized in 70s includes far more than an insight into its aesthetics and use of artistic materials. It is much more a question of what the judgment itself (that this is a work-of-art) is based upon – which often implies the art-institution and/or a description/ instruction or simply a “text”/ outline/ manuscript/score.
•The object of art is supplemented or even supplanted by information about the artist’s conception. 

The Unheard 
This project has the anterior purpose to actually arrive at a definition of this field of ‘unheard avant-gardes’ (if it indeed is one field) – what are the categories? How do we describe them? Do they manifest themselves into (new) paradigms? And what would be best practice for metadating and documenting the field? Furthermore, these questions also point towards a more fundamental problematics regarding the definition and function of ‘art’ in a mediated cultural context and environment.
I Ask: What is invested or, indeed, put at rish by reactivating the unheard?
A question pointing back to the ontology of humanstic reception and its modality of ’archiving’.
Things really unheard… things never picked up since their production. Example: POEX 65 or SHOW-BIX




Exploring History & Theories
Making avantgarde practices enhance the debate with the research in History and Theories of Avantgarde Art





New Media Art Practices

Nowhere are these modalities more acutely present than in the experiments with sound.
LARtM focuses on three levels of the unheard avantgardes: how and why sound art became hidden or inactive in archives?; how it may become active in research-activities (again)?; and how it may enter the sphere of the general public?
The silence of sound art is symptomatic of certain cultural, aesthetic and scientific paradigms that are inherited via the knowledge systems and epistemologies that define the institutionalized archive competences (Jospeh Bouys, Michel Foucault). 
How to change the traditional status of sound art, in archives and elsewhere: it has more often than not gone silent – out of reach for researcher and a general public. 
LARtM, then, focuses on a critique of re-vival of sound art – getting and letting the silent Avant-gardes out of the boxes and off the shelves – and into a network of digital distribution where it may be accessed, exhibited and explored – listened to – in detail and in a context.


